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Abstract
This paper presents an averaging method for nonlinear systems defined on Riemannian manifolds. We extend closeness of
solutions results for ordinary differential equations onRn to dynamical systems defined on Riemannian manifolds by employing
differential geometry. A generalization of closeness of solutions for periodic dynamical systems on compact time intervals is
derived for dynamical systems evolving on compact Riemannian manifolds. Under local asymptotic (exponential) stability of
the average vector field, we further relax the compactness of the ambient Riemannian manifold and obtain the closeness of
solutions on the infinite time interval by employing the notion of uniform normal neighborhoods of an equilibrium point of
a vector field. These results are also presented for time-varying dynamical systems where their averaged systems are almost
globally asymptotically or exponentially stable on compact manifolds. The main results of the paper are illustrated by several
examples.
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1 Introduction
Perturbation theory is a class of mathematical methods
used to find approximations of solutions of dynamical
systems which cannot be solved directly, see [13,16,29].
Averaging is a powerful perturbation based tool that has
applications in the study of time-varying linear and non-
linear dynamical systems. Where applicable, averaging
can provide closeness of solutions results for the solu-
tions of trajectories of such systems related to those of
a corresponding averaged system. As the trajectories of
this averaged system can be substantially simpler than
those of the original time-varying system, stability anal-
ysis can be simplified by exploiting closeness of solutions
results provided by the averaging, see [5, 9, 24–26, 35].
Averaging results have been developed for numerous
classes of dynamical systems and differential inclusions
(see [7, 11, 31, 33, 36]) including dynamical systems on
Lie groups, see [14,20–22].
The state spaces of many dynamical systems consti-
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tute Riemannian manifolds (see [1,4,8,10,30]) and con-
sequently their analyses require differential geometric
tools. Examples of such systems can be found in many
mechanical settings, see [8, 10]. In this paper, averaging
is extended to a particular class of dynamical systems
evolving on Riemannian manifolds. Such systems arise
naturally in classical mechanics (see [4,8,10]) where the
state space of the dynamical system is restricted to such
a manifold. A version of averaging methods for dynam-
ical systems on Lie groups is introduced in [20–22]. We
address the problem of closeness of solutions on finite and
infinite time horizons on Riemannian manifolds. These
results generalize those presented in [16], Chapter 10. In
the case of compact time intervals, the analyses are pre-
sented for dynamical systems on compact Riemannian
manifolds.
By employing the notion of Levi-Civita connection on
Riemannian manifolds, we study the closeness of solu-
tions of vector fields where the closeness is exploited with
respect to the Riemannian distance function, see [18].
Using a version of stability theory for systems evolving
on Riemannian manifolds (see [3, 10, 12]) we extend the
closeness of solutions results ( [16,29,32]) to the infinite
time interval where average systems are assumed to be
locally asymptotically or exponentially stable. We use
the scaling technique to bound the Riemannian metric
by the Euclidean one (see [15, 17, 27]) on a precompact
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(see [17]) neighborhood of an equilibrium of the average
system in its uniform normal neighborhood and invoke
some of the standard results of the stability theory pre-
sented in [16]. Geometric features of the normal neigh-
borhoods such as existence of unique length minimizing
geodesics and their local representations enable us to
closely relate the results obtained for dynamical systems
in Rn to those in Riemannian manifolds.
In terms of exposition, Section 2 presents some mathe-
matical preliminaries needed for the analyses of the pa-
per. Section 3 presents the main averaging results for
dynamical systems on Riemannian manifolds on finite
time horizon together with some numerical examples.
The results of Section 3 are strengthened to the infinite
time horizon limit in Sections 4 and 5 by employing a
notion of stability on Riemannian manifolds.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we provide the differential geometric ma-
terial which is necessary for the analyses presented in
the rest of the paper. Table I summarizes key notation
used throughout:
Definition 1 A Riemannian manifold M is a differ-
entiable manifold together with a Riemannian metric
g, x P M , where g : TxM ˆ TxM Ñ R is symmetric
and positive definite where TxM is the tangent space at
x PM (see [19], Chapter 3). For M “ Rn, the Rieman-
nian metric g is given by
g
ˆ B
Bxi ,
B
Bxj
˙
“ δij , i, j “ 1, ..., n, (2.1)
where δij is the Kronecker delta.
Definition 2 For a given smooth mapping F : M Ñ N
from manifold M to manifold N the pushforward TF
is defined as a generalization of the Jacobian of smooth
maps in Euclidean spaces as follows:
TF : TxM Ñ TF pxqN, (2.2)
where
TF pXxq ˝ f “ Xxpf ˝ F q, Xx P TxM,f P C8pNq.
(2.3)
The pullback T˚F is defined by
T˚F : T˚F pxqN Ñ Tx˚M, (2.4)
where
T˚F pωq ˝Xx “ ωpTF pXxqq, Xx P TxM,ω P T˚F pxqN,
(2.5)
Table 1
Notation and descriptions
Symbol Description
M Riemannian manifold
XpMq space of smooth time-invariant
vector fields on M
XpM ˆRq space of smooth time-varying
vector fields on M
XpRˆMq space of smooth parameter-varying
vector fields on M
C8pMq space of smooth functions on M
TxM tangent space at x PM
Tx˚M cotangent space at x PM
TM tangent bundle of M
T˚M cotangent bundle of M
B
Bxi basis tangent vectors at x PM
dxi basis cotangent vectors at x PM
fpx, tq time-varying vector fields on M
||f ||g Riemannian norm of f
||f ||e Euclidean norm of f
gp., .q Riemannian metric on M
dp., .q Riemannian distance on M
∇ (Levi-Civita) Connection on M
Φf flow associated with f
TΦf push-forward of Φf
T˚Φf pull-back of Φf
Rą0 p0,8q
Rě0 r0,8q
where T˚M is the cotangent bundle of M (see [19] Chap-
ters 3 and 6).
In this paper we restrict the analysis to connected fi-
nite dimensional Riemannian manifolds. On an n dimen-
sional Riemannian manifold M , the length function of a
smooth curve γ : ra, bs ÑM is defined as follows:
`pγq “
ż b
a
`
gp 9γptq, 9γptqq˘ 12 dt, (2.6)
in which g denotes the Riemannian metric on M . Con-
sequently we can define a metric (distance) d on an n
dimensional Riemannian manifold pM, gq as follows:
d : M ˆM Ñ R,
dpx, yq “ inf
γ:ra,bsÑM
ż b
a
`
gp 9γptq, 9γptqq˘ 12 dt,
(2.7)
2
where γ : ra, bs Ñ M is a piecewise smooth path and
γpaq “ x, γpbq “ y. For M “ Rn we have
dpx, yq “
˜
nÿ
i“1
pxi ´ yiq2
¸ 1
2
. (2.8)
The following theorem ensures that for any connected
Riemannian manifoldM , any pair of points x, y PM can
be connected by a piecewise smooth path γ. This notion
is used to construct a family of curves in the proof of one
of the main results of the paper.
Theorem 1 ([17], Page 94) Suppose pM, gq is an n di-
mensional connected Riemannian manifold. Then, for
any pair p, q P M , there exists a piecewise smooth path
which connects p to q.
Employing the distance function above it can be shown
that pM,dq is a metric space. This is formalized by the
next theorem.
Theorem 2 ([17], Page 94) With the distance func-
tion d defined in (2.7), any connected Riemannian man-
ifold is a metric space where the induced topology is same
as the manifold topology.
For a smooth n dimensional Riemannian manifold M ,
a linear connection is defined by the following map (see
[17])
∇ : TM ˆ TM Ñ TM, (2.9)
where for all a, b P R, f, h P C8pMq and X,Y, Z P
XpMq,
∇fX`hY Z “ f∇XZ ` h∇Y Z, (2.10)
∇XpaY ` bZq “ a∇XY ` b∇XZ, (2.11)
∇XpfY q “ f∇XY `XpfqY. (2.12)
The Levi-Civita connection ∇ : XpMqˆXpMq Ñ XpMq
is the unique linear connection on M (see [17], Theorem
5.4) which is torsion free and compatible with the Rie-
mannian metric g as follows:
compatibility with g
XgpY,Zq “ gp∇XY,Zq ` gpY,∇XZq, (2.13)
piqptorsion freeq : ∇XY ´∇YX “ rX,Y s,
piiq : ∇Xf “ Xpfq, (2.14)
Fig. 1. Admissible family of curves (Definition 3)
where
rX,Y spfq “ XpY pfqq ´ Y pXpfqq. (2.15)
For M “ Rn we have
∇ B
Bxi
B
Bxj “ 0, i, j “ 1, ..., n. (2.16)
Definition 3 ([17], Page 96) An admissible family of
curves on M is a continuous map
Γ : p0, f q ˆ rτ0, τf s ÑM,  P p0, f q, τ P rτ0, τf s,
0, f , τ0, τf P R such that Γ is smooth with respect to 
and τ (see Figure 1).
Let us denote the tangent vectors obtained by differen-
tiating Γ with respect to  and τ by
BτΓp, τq .“ BBτ Γp, τq, BΓp, τq
.“ BBΓp, τq. (2.17)
Note that in general BτΓp, τq and BΓp, τq do not neces-
sarily define vector fields on M since the image of Γ may
not cover M . However, the following lemma enables us
to employ the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of M in order
to analyze the variation of BτΓp, τq and BΓp, τq with
respect to vector fields on M .
Lemma 1 ([17], Page 50, Lemma 4.1) Consider γ :
p´, q Ñ M,  P Rą0 such that γp0q “ p P M and
9γp0q “ Xp P TpM . If two vector fields Y and Y˜ agree
along γ, then
∇XpY |p “ ∇Xp Y˜ |p. (2.18)
l
Note that by (2.14),∇ is torsion free, i.e.∇XY ´∇YX “
rX,Y s. Also note that r BB , BBτ s “ 0, then we have
∇ B
B
BτΓp, τq “ ∇ BBτ BΓp, τq. (2.19)
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The property above will be used to extend standard av-
eraging techniques to dynamical systems defined on Rie-
mannian manifolds. In particular, this paper focuses on
dynamical systems governed by differential equations on
M defined by
9xptq “ fpxptq, tq,
fpxptq, tq P TxptqM, xp0q “ x0 PM, t P rt0, tf s, (2.20)
where xptq denotes the state at time t P rt0, tf s. The
time dependent flow associated with a differentiable time
dependent vector field f is a map Φfpx,tq satisfying
Φf : rt0, tf s ˆ rt0, tf s ˆM ÑM,
pt0, s, xq ÞÑ Φf ps, t0, xq PM, (2.21)
and
dΦf ps, t0, xq
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“t
“ fpxptq, tq P TxptqM. (2.22)
One may show that, for a smooth vector field f , the
integral flow Φf ps, t0, .q is a local diffeomorphism, see
[19]. In this paper, on non compact manifolds, we assume
that the vector field f is smooth and complete, i.e. Φf
exists for all t P rt0,8q.
2.1 Geodesic Curves
As known geodesics are defined as length minimizing
curves on Riemannian manifolds [15]. The solution of the
Euler-Lagrange variational problem associated with the
length minimizing problem shows that all geodesics on
M must locally satisfy the system of ordinary differential
equations given by (see [17], Theorem 4.10)
:xiptq `
nÿ
j,k“1
Γij,k 9xjptq 9xkptq “ 0, i “ 1, ..., n, (2.23)
where
Γij,k
.“ 1
2
nÿ
l“1
gilpgjl,k ` gkl,j ´ gjk,lq, gjl,k .“ BBxk gjl,
(2.24)
in which g denotes the Riemannian metric on M , and
i, j, k P r1, ..., ns, n .“ dimpMq. Note that rgijs “ rgijs´1.
Definition 4 ([17], Page 72) The restricted exponen-
tial map is defined by expx : TxM Ñ M, expxpvq “
γvp1q, v P TxM, where γv : r0, 1s Ñ M is the unique
maximal geodesic satisfying γvp0q “ x PM , 9γvp0q “ v P
TxM , see [17], Theorem 4.10.
For the economy of notation, in this paper we refer the
restricted exponential maps as exponential maps. For
x PM , consider a δ ball in TxM such that Bδp0q .“ tv P
TxM | ||v||g ă δu. Then the geodesic ball is defined by
the following definition.
Lemma 2 ([17]) For any x PM there exists a neighbor-
hood Bδp0q in TxM on which expx is a diffeomorphism.
Definition 5 ([17]) In a neighbourhood of x PM where
exp is a local diffeomorphism (this neighborhood always
exits by Lemma 2), a geodesic ball of radius 0 ă δ is
expxpBδp0qq Ă M . Also, we call expxpBδp0qq a closed
geodesic ball of radius δ.
Definition 6 For a vector space V , a star-shaped neigh-
borhood of 0 P V is any open set U such that if u P U
then αu P U,α P r0, 1s.
Definition 7 ([17]) A normal neighborhood around x P
M is any open neighborhood of x which is a diffeomorphic
preimage of a star shaped neighborhood of 0 P TxM under
exp map. A uniform normal neighborhood of x is any
open set which is contained in a geodesic ball of radius
δ ą 0 for all its points.
Lemma 3 ([17]) For any x PM and any neighborhood
Ux, there exists a uniformly normal neighborhood Vx such
that Vx Ă Ux.
3 Averaging on Riemannian Manifolds
In this section we present the analysis of the averaging
methods for nonlinear dynamical systems on Rieman-
nian manifolds. We derive the propagation equations for
a single point under two different vector fields in order
to bound the variation of the distance function between
different state trajectories.
3.1 Closeness of Solutions
Consider the following time-varying dynamical systems
on M :
9xptq “ f1pxptq, tq, 9yptq “ f2pyptq, tq,
xpt0q “ ypt0q “ x0 PM,f1, f2 P XpM ˆRq, (3.25)
where XpM ˆ Rq is the space of smooth time-varying
vector fields on M .
Theorem 3 (Closeness of Solutions) Consider the
system of dynamical equations given by (3.25) on the
time interval rt0, t1s. Then,
dpΦf1pt, t0, x0q,Φf2pt, t0, x0qq
ď Kpt1 ´ t0q exprCpt´ t0qs, t P rt0, t1s, (3.26)
for some K,C ě 0.
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Fig. 2. Admissible family of curves
Proof. Consider a piecewise smooth path γpτq PM, τ P
r0, 1s as follows (Theorem 1 guarantees the existence of
γ):
γ : r0, 1s ÑM,γp0q “ γp1q “ x0. (3.27)
Define a time and parameter varying vector field X P
XpRˆRˆMq as
Xpτ, t, xq “ f2px, tq ` τpf1px, tq ´ f2px, tqq,
τ P r0, 1s, t P r0,8q Ă R, x PM. (3.28)
It is clear that Xp0, t, xq “ f2px, tq, Xp1, t, xq “
f1px, tq, while X is smooth with respect to τ, t and
x. Hence, ΦXp0,t,xqpt, t0, x0q “ Φf2px,tqpt, t0, x0q and
ΦXp1,t,xqpt, t0, x0q “ Φf1px,tqpt, t0, x0q.
An admissible family of curves, Γ, corresponding to
ΦXpτ,t,xqpt, t0, γpτqq is given by (see Figure 2)
Γ : r0, 1s ˆRÑM, Γpτ, tq .“ ΦXpτ,t,xqpt, t0, γpτqq.
(3.29)
Here we analyze the variation of `pΓp¨, tqq with respect
to t where ` is the length function on M where `pΓptqq .“
`pΓp¨, tqq “ ş1
0
||BτΓpτ, tq||gdτ (for the sake of simplicity
in our notation for this proof we drop the subscript g
from ||¨||g in the following equations). In particular, note
that
d
dt
`pΓptqq “ d
dt
ż 1
0
||BτΓpτ, tq||dτ
“ d
dt
ż 1
0
gp∇ B
Bτ
Γpτ, tq,∇ B
Bτ
Γpτ, tqq 12 dτ, (3.30)
where the second equality is implied by (2.14) (ii). Also
note that
B
Btgp∇ BBτ Γpτ, tq,∇ BBτ Γpτ, tqq
1
2 “ BBt ||BτΓpτ, tq||
“
B
Bt ||BτΓpτ, tq||2||BτΓpτ, tq||
2||BτΓpτ, tq||
“
B
Bt ||BτΓpτ, tq||2
2||BτΓpτ, tq|| . (3.31)
Hence, interchanging the order of differentiation and in-
tegration in (3.30) and applying (3.31),
d
dt
`pΓptqq “
ż 1
0
B
Btgp∇ BBτ Γpτ, tq,∇ BBτ Γpτ, tqq
2||∇ B
Bτ
Γpτ, tq|| dτ
“
ż 1
0
gp∇ B
Bt
∇ B
Bτ
Γpτ, tq,∇ B
Bτ
Γpτ, tqq
||∇ B
Bτ
Γpτ, tq|| dτ
“
ż 1
0
gp∇ B
Bτ
BtΓpτ, tq,∇ BBτ Γpτ, tqq
||∇ B
Bτ
Γpτ, tq|| dτ
ď
ż 1
0
||∇ B
Bτ
BtΓpτ, tq||dτ
“
ż 1
0
||∇ B
Bτ
Xpτ, t,Γpτ, tqq||dτ, (3.32)
where the second equality is by applying (2.19) and
(2.13) together and the inequality above is obtained by a
direct application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Hence,
applying (3.28),
d
dt
`pΓptqq ď
ż 1
0
||∇ B
Bτ
“
f2pΓpτ, tq, tq `
τpf1pΓpτ, tq, tq ´ f2pΓpτ, tq, tqq
‰||dτ
“
ż 1
0
||∇ B
Bτ
f2pΓpτ, tq, tqq `
∇ B
Bτ
τpf1pΓpτ, tq, tq ´ f2pΓpτ, tq, tqq||dτ
ď
ż 1
0
`||∇ B
Bτ
f2pΓpτ, tq, tq|| `
||∇ B
Bτ
τpf1pΓpτ, tq, tq ´ f2pΓpτ, tq, tqq||
˘
dτ,
where the last inequality follows by an application of the
triangle inequality. Employing (2.12),
∇ B
Bτ
τpf1pΓpτ, tq, tq ´ f2pΓpτ, tq, tqq “
`τ∇ B
Bτ
pf1pΓpτ, tq, tq ´ f2pΓpτ, tq, tqq
pf1pΓpτ, tq, tq ´ f2pΓpτ, tq, tqq, (3.33)
so that another application of the triangle inequality
yields
d
dt
`pΓptqq ď
ż 1
0
||∇ B
Bτ
f2pΓpτ, tq, tq||dτ `ż 1
0
||pf1pΓpτ, tq, tq ´ f2pΓpτ, tq, tqq||dτ `ż 1
0
τ ||∇ B
Bτ
pf1pΓpτ, tq, tq ´ f2pΓpτ, tq, tqq||dτ.
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Hence,
`pΓptqq ď `pΓpt0qq `
ż t
t0
ż 1
0
||∇ B
Bτ
f2pΓpτ, sq, sq||dτds`ż t
t0
ż 1
0
||pf1pΓpτ, sq, sq ´ f2pΓpτ, sq, sqq||dτds`ż t
t0
ż 1
0
τ ||∇ B
Bτ
pf1pΓpτ, sq, sq ´ f2pΓpτ, sq, sqq||dτds.
We note that since `pΓpt0qq “ `pγq, we can choose the
trivial path defined by γpτq “ x0, τ P r0, 1s. Hence,
`pΓpt0qq “ 0. Hence, without loss of generality, we have
dpΦf1pt, t0, x0q,Φf2pt, t0, x0qq ď `pΓptqq ďż t
t0
ż 1
0
||∇ B
Bτ
f2pΓpτ, sq, sq||dτds
`
ż t
t0
ż 1
0
||pf1pΓpτ, sq, sq ´ f2pΓpτ, sq, sqq||dτds
`
ż t
t0
ż 1
0
τ ||∇ B
Bτ
pf1pΓpτ, sq, sq ´ f2pΓpτ, sq, sqq||dτds.
(3.34)
Define
DΓ
.“
ď
τPr0,1s,sPrt0,t1s
Γpτ, sq ĂM. (3.35)
Since Γ is continuous on r0, 1s,ˆrt0, t1s,DΓ is compact in
the topology of M . By our hypotheses f1, f2 are smooth
mappings and Γ is continuous by construction. There-
fore, ||f1px, tq ´ f2px, tq|| attains its maximum on DΓ ˆ
rt0, t1s, which is denoted by
KΓ
.“ max
px,tqPDΓˆrt0,t1s
||f1px, tq ´ f2px, tq||. (3.36)
As is shown by (2.10), the covariant differential of a vec-
tor field X P XpMq, i.e. ∇Xpxq, x P M , is a linear op-
erator as (see [17], Chapter 4)
∇Xpxq : pTxM, ||.||q Ñ pTxM, ||.||q. (3.37)
We denote the norm of this bounded linear operator by
||∇Xpxq||, so that
DCi P p0,8q, s.t.
Ci
.“ sup
xPDΓ,tPrt0,t1s
||∇fipx, tq||, i “ 1, 2. (3.38)
It is shown in [17], Lemma 4.2, that ∇XY pxq, X, Y P
XpMq, x PM , only depends on Xpxq P TxM . Therefore,
∇ B
Bτ
fipΓpτ, tq, tq “ ∇BτΓpτ,tqfipΓpτ, tq, tq,
τ P r0, 1s, t P rt0, t1s, i “ 1, 2, (3.39)
since BBτ |pτ,tq “ BτΓpτ, tq. Hence,
||∇ B
Bτ
fipΓpτ, tq, tq|| ď Ci||BτΓpτ, tq||. (3.40)
Applying (3.40) to (3.34) yields
`pΓptqq ď
ż t
t0
ż 1
0
C2||BτΓpτ, tq||dτds
`
ż t
t0
ż 1
0
||pf1pΓpτ, sq, sq ´ f2pΓpτ, sq, sqq||dτds
`
ż t
t0
ż 1
0
τ
`
C1||BτΓpτ, sq|| ` C2||BτΓpτ, sq||
˘
dτds
ďKΓpt´ t0q `
ż t
t0
`
C1 ` 2C2
˘
`pΓpsqqds
ďKΓpt1 ´ t0q `
ż t
t0
`
C1 ` 2C2
˘
`pΓpsqqds, (3.41)
where to obtain the second inequality we employed
(3.36),(3.40) and
ş1
0
||BτΓpτ, sq||dτ “ `pΓpsqq. The in-
equality (3.41) is in an appropriate form for an applica-
tion of the Gronwall inequality, which yields
dpΦf1pt, t0, x0q,Φf2pt, t0, x0qq ď `pΓptqq ď
KΓpt1 ´ t0q exprpC1 ` 2C2qpt´ t0qs, (3.42)
with K “ KΓ and C “ pC1 ` 2C2q. l
3.2 Averaging on Perturbed Dynamical Systems
Using the closeness of solutions Theorem 3, averaging
can be introduced for systems evolving on a manifold
M (see Chapters 9 and 10 of [10] and [16] respectively).
In particular, we consider closeness of solutions of two
perturbed periodic systems of the form (3.25), leading
to the study of closeness of solutions with respect to
an averaged system. The resulting averaging Theorem
is illustrated via a subsequent application to a simple
example. To this end, consider the following dynamical
equations on a Riemannian manifold M :
9xptq “ f 1px, tq “ f1px, tq,
9yptq “ f 2py, tq “ f2py, tq,
f1, f2 P XpM ˆRq,
xpt0q “ ypt0q “ x0 PM xptq, yptq PM, 0 ď . (3.43)
The following lemma extends the closeness of solutions
Theorem 3 to perturbed dynamical systems on M . We
note that the analyses presented in this paper can be ex-
tended to general non-periodic vector fields on Rieman-
nian manifolds. In this case, the averaged vector fields
are defined by averaging the nominal vector fields over
an infinite time horizon, see [24].
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Lemma 4 Consider the dynamical systems of the form
(3.43) on M . Suppose there exists 1 ą 0 such that the
flows Φfip¨, t0, x0q, i “ 1, 2, exist on rt0, t1s for  Pr0, 1s. Then for a time interval of order Op1q and  P
p0, 1s, we have
dpΦf1pt, t0, x0q,Φf2pt, t0, x0qq “ Opq, t P rt0, t1s.
Proof. We define Γpτ, t, q as an admissible family of
curves given by the flow of the vector field Xpτ, t, x, q “
f2px, tq ` τpf1px, tq ´ f2px, tqq P TxM, τ P r0, 1s, t P
rt0, t1s, x PM , such that
Γpτ, t, q .“ Γpτ, tq “ ΦXpτ,t,x,qpt, t0, γpτqq PM,
γpτq “ x0, τ P r0, 1s,(3.44)
where Γpτ, tq is of the same form as (3.29). By construc-
tion, Γ is continuous with respect to pτ, tq. Employing
the results of [1], it can be shown that Γ is continuous
with respect to  as well. This yields compactness of DˆΓ,
where
DˆΓ
.“
ď
τPr0,1s,tPrt0,t1s,Pr0,1s
Γpτ, t, q. (3.45)
We then modify KΓ and Ci, i “ 1, 2, as per (3.36) and
(3.38), to define
KˆΓ
.“ sup
DˆΓˆrt0,t1s
||f1px, tq ´ f2px, tq||,
Cˆi
.“ sup
DˆΓˆrt0,t1s
||∇fipx, tq||, i “ 1, 2. (3.46)
Applying Theorem 3 then yields
dpΦf1pt, t0, x0q,Φf2pt, t0, x0qq ď
KˆΓpt1 ´ t0q expr1pCˆ1 ` 2Cˆ2qpt´ t0qs “ Opq,
which completes the proof. l
Let us consider a perturbed system as
9xptq “ fpxptq, tq, f P XpM ˆRq, x0 PM,  ě 0,
(3.47)
where f is periodic in t with the period T , i.e. fpx, tq “
fpx, t ` T q. Such a system is referred to as T -periodic.
The averaged vector field fˆ is given by
fˆpxq .“ 1
T
ż T
0
fpx, sqds, (3.48)
where the average dynamical system is locally given by
9xptq “ fˆpxptqq. The following theorem is the first order
averaging theorem for periodic dynamical systems on
compact Riemannian manifolds.
Theorem 4 (Averaging Theorem) For a smooth n
dimensional compact Riemannian manifold M , let f P
XpM ˆRq be a T -periodic smooth vector field. Then, for
any given t1 P rt0,8q, such that t1 ´ t0 “ Op 1 q,  Pp0, 1s for some 0 ă 1,
dpΦf pt, t0, x0q,Φfˆ pt, t0, x0qq “ Opq. (3.49)
In order to prove Theorem 4, we employ the notion of
pullbacks of vector fields along diffeomorphisms on M .
Let X,Y P XpM ˆ Rq be smooth time-varying vector
fields on M , where it may be shown that ΦY pt, t0, .q :
M ÑM is a local diffeomorphism (see [1]). Define
Φ
pt,t0q˚
Y : TΦY pt,t0,x0qM Ñ Tx0M,
Φ
pt,t0q˚
Y Xpx0, sq .“ TΦpt,t0q
´1
Y XpΦY pt, t0, x0q, sq,
t, s P R, X P XpM ˆRq, (3.50)
where TΦ
pt,t0q´1
Y is the pushforward of Φ
´1
Y pt, t0, .q :
M Ñ M defined in the standard framework of dif-
ferential geometry (see [19], Chapter 3). We have the
following lemma for the variation of smoothly varying
vector fields with respect to a parameter variable.
Lemma 5 ([2], Page 40, [10], Page 451) Consider a
smooth vector field Y P XpR ˆMq with the associated
flow ΦY pt, t0, ¨q : M ÑM . Then,
B
BλΦY pλ,xptqqpt, t0, x0q “ Tx0Φ
pt,t0q
Y pλ,xptqq ˆż t
t0
Φ
ps,t0q˚
Y pλ,xpsqq
B
BλY
`
λ,ΦY pλ,xpsqqps, t0, x0q
˘
ds “ż t
t0
pΦ´1qpt,sq˚Y pλ,xpsqq
B
BλY pλ,ΦY pλ,xpsqqps, t0, x0qqds
P T
Φ
pt,t0q
Y pλ,xptqqpx0q
M. (3.51)
l
The proof of Theorem 4 follows via the methodology
of [10] for dynamical systems evolving on Rn, and an
extension of the results of [16], Theorem 10.4.
Proof. (Theorem 4) Define the smooth parameter vary-
ing vector field Y pλ, xq .“ şλ
0
`
fpx, sq ´ fˆpxq˘ds, 0 ď λ,
then by Lemma 5 we have
B
BλΦY pλ,xptqqpt, t0, x0q “
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ż t
t0
pΦ´1qpt,sq˚Y pλ,xpsqq
B
BλY pλ,ΦY pλ,xpsqqps, t0, x0qqds “

ż t
t0
pΦ´1qpt,sq˚Y pλ,xpsqq
`
fpxpsq, λq ´ fˆpxpsqq˘ds. (3.52)
For a given initial condition y0 PM , define a perturbed
curve y : RˆRÑM by
ypλ, τq .“ ΦY pλ,yqpτ, 0, y0q,
y0 PM, τ P r0, 1s, λ P Rě0. (3.53)
Since Y pλ, xq is smooth with respect to both x and λ,
then ΦY pλ,ypλ,τqqp1, 0, y0q has the same degree of regu-
larity with respect to λ (see [1,10], Page 450). Note that
the existence of ΦY pλ,ypλ,τqqp1, 0, y0q is guaranteed by
the compactness of M . Define
DΦ,
.“
ď
τPr0,1s
ΦY pλ,yqpτ, 0, y0q ĂM, λ P Rě0. (3.54)
Now we show that
dpΦY pt,xptqqp1, 0, y0q, y0q “ Opq, t P rt0,8q. (3.55)
By the definition of the length function in (2.7),
dpΦY pt,xptqqpt, t0, y0q, y0q ď `pΦY pt,xptqqpt, t0, y0qq,
therefore
dpΦY pλ,ypλ,τqqp1, 0, y0q, y0q ď
`pΦY pλ,ypλ,τqqp1, 0, y0qq ď 
ż 1
0
||Y pλ, ypλ, τqq||dτ.
Periodicity of Y with respect to λ, boundedness of
ypλ, τq, λ P r0, T s, in the sense of prempactness of DΦ,
(i.e. DΦ, is contained in a compact set M) in (3.54)
and smoothness of Y with respect to y together yield
dpΦY pλ,ypλ,τqqp1, 0, y0q, y0q “ Opq.
In order to obtain the statement of the theorem it is
sufficient to prove that
dpΦfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φp1,0qY pt,xq ˝ Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq “ Opq,
since by the triangle inequality,
dpΦfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq ď
dpΦfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φp1,0qY pt,xq ˝ Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq `
dpΦp1,0qY pt,xq ˝ Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0q,Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq, (3.56)
where
Φ
p1,0q
Y pt,xq˝Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0q .“ ΦY pt,xqp1, 0,Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq.
Here we compute the tangent vector field of yptq “
Φ
p1,0q
Y pt,xq ˝ Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0q P M . The derivative of
Φ
p1,0q
Y pt,xq ˝ Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0q with respect to time can be
computed via the chain rule as follows:
9yptq “ TΦfˆ pt,t0,x0qΦ
p1,0q
Y pt,yq
´
fˆpΦfˆ pt, t0, x0qq
¯
`
B
BtΦ
p1,0q
Y pt,yq
`
Φ
p1,0q
Y pt,yq ˝ Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0q
˘ “ pΦ´1qp1,0q˚Y pt,yq´
fˆpΦfˆ pt, t0, x0qq
¯
` 
ż 1
0
pΦ´1qp1,sq˚Y pt,ypsqq`
fpypsq, tq ´ fˆpypsqq˘ds, (3.57)
where the second equality is established by the definition
of pullbacks in (3.50) and the equation of parameter
variation of flows given by Lemma 5. In a compact form,
(3.57) is written as
9yptq “ 
”
pΦ´1qp1,0q˚Y pt,yqfˆ `
ż 1
0
pΦ´1qp1,sq˚Y pt,ypsqq`
f ´ fˆ˘dsı ˝ yptq .“ Gp, t, yptqq. (3.58)
where Gp, t, yq P TyptqM . Since the vector fields f, fˆ are
both smooth, the construction above implies that G is
smooth with respect to . One can see that by setting
 “ 0, the nominal vector field f is retrieved from G,
i.e. Gp0, t, xq “ fpx, tq. This is due to the fact that at
 “ 0, pΦ´1qp1,0q˚Y pt,xq “ I and the state trajectory yp.q
will be independent of s in the integral term of G (for
an identically zero vector field, the state trajectory does
not evolve away from its initial state). By applying the
Taylor expansion with remainder we have
Gp, t, xq “ fpx, tq ` hpx, ζ, tq, (3.59)
where hpx, ζ, tq “ BBGp, t, xq|“ζ and ζ P r0, s and both
G and h are T periodic. Now let us explore the state
variation along the following dynamical equations:
9xptq “ fpxptq, tq, xpt0q “ x0,
9yptq “ fpyptq, tq ` 2hpy, ζ, tq, ypt0q “ x0. (3.60)
We note that G is a smooth vector field on a compact
Riemannian manifold M . Therefore, employing the re-
sults of the Escape Lemma (see [19], Lemma 17.10) yields
completeness of the flow of G on M . Following the re-
sults of Theorem 3 and (3.41),
dpΦfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φp1,0qY pt,xq ˝ Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq ď
2KΓ,hpt´ t0q exprpC ` Cˆqpt´ t0qs,
(3.61)
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where there exist 0 ă KΓ,h, C, Cˆ ă 8, such that
KΓ,h
.“ sup
px,tqPMˆrt0,t0`T s
||hpx, ζ, tq||,
C
.“ sup
px,tqPMˆrt0,t0`T s
||∇fpx, tq||,
Cˆ
.“ sup
px,tqPMˆrt0,t0`T s
||∇hpx, ζ, tq||. (3.62)
The parameters KΓ,h, C, and Cˆ are all invariant with
respect to x, since
Dˆ8Γ
.“
ď
τPr0,1s,tPrt0,8s,Pr0,1s
Γpτ, t, q ĂM, (3.63)
where Γ is defined by (3.44). Also f and h are both T
periodic therefore the maximization in (3.62) is taken
on t P rt0, t0 ` T s.
Obviously for t´ t0 “ Op 1 q we have
dpΦfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φp1,0qY pt,xq ˝ Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq “ Opq,
which completes the proof. l
3.3 An example of averaging on SOp3q
In this section we present an example on SOp3q which
is a compact Lie group, see [19]. The Lie algebra L of a
Lie group G is the tangent space at the identity element
e with the associated Lie bracket defined on the tangent
space of G, i.e. L “ TeG. A vector field X on G is called
left invariant if
@g1, g2 P G, Xpg1 ‹ g2q “ TLg1Xpg2q, (3.64)
where Lg1 : G Ñ G, Lg1phq “ g1 ‹ h, TLg1 : Tg2G Ñ
Tg1‹g2G which immediately imply Xpg1 ‹ eq “ Xpg1q “
TLg1Xpeq. We recall that SOp3q is the rotation group
in R3 given by
SOp3q “  x P GLp3q | x ¨ xT “ I, detpxq “ 1(, (3.65)
where GLpnq is the set of nonsingular n ˆ n matrices.
The Lie algebra of SOp3q which is denoted by sop3q is
given by (see [34])
sop3q “  X PMp3q | X `XT “ 0(, (3.66)
where Mpnq is the space of all n ˆ n matrices. The Lie
group operation ‹ is given by the matrix multiplication
and consequently TLg2 is also given by the matrix mul-
tiplication g2X, X P Tg1G.
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A left invariant dynamical system on SOp3q is given by
(for the definition of left invariant dynamical systems
see [10])
9xptq “ xptqXptq, xp0q “ x0, Xptq P sop3q. (3.67)
The Lie algebra bilinear operator is defined as the com-
muter of matrices, i.e. rX,Y s “ XY ´ Y X, X, Y P
sop3q.A controlled left invariant system on SOp3q is then
defined by
9xptq “ xptq
¨˚
˚˝ 0 u1ptq u3ptq´u1ptq 0 u2ptq
´u3ptq ´ u2ptq 0
‹˛‹‚,
xptq P SOp3q, pu1ptq, u2ptq, u3ptqq P R3.
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The Lie algebra sop3q is spanned by e1 “
¨˚
˚˝ 0 1 0´1 0 0
0 0 0
‹˛‹‚,
e2 “
¨˚
˚˝ 0 0 00 0 1
0 ´ 1 0
‹˛‹‚and e3 “
¨˚
˚˝ 0 0 10 0 0
´1 0 0
‹˛‹‚. Con-
sider the following perturbed left invariant dynamical
system on SOp3q:
9xptq “ xptq
¨˚
˚˝ 0 sin2ptq 1´ sin2ptq 0 cosptq
´1 ´ cosptq 0
‹˛‹‚. (3.68)
The average dynamical system is given by 9xptq “
xptq
¨˚
˚˝ 0 12 1´ 12 0 0
´1 0 0
‹˛‹‚. Figures 3 and 4 show the close-
ness of solutions for the nominal and averaged systems
above for  “ .5, and .1 respectively for t P r0, 20s and
t P r0, 100s as expected by the results of Theorem 4.
4 Infinite horizon averaging on Riemannian
manifolds
Closeness of solutions on a finite time horizon may be
extended to the infinite horizon limit via the incorpora-
tion of appropriate stability properties, yielding averag-
ing results for systems evolving on (not necessarily com-
pact) Riemannan manifolds. To this end, it is useful to
state a number of standard stability properties defined
with respect to such manifolds.
Definition 8 For the dynamical system 9xptq “
fpxq, f : M Ñ TM , x¯ PM is an equilibrium if
Φf pt, t0, x¯q “ x¯, t P rt0,8q, (4.69)
where Φf is the flow of f . l
Definition 9 ([3, 10,12,16]) For the dynamical sys-
tem 9xptq “ fpxq, f : M Ñ TM , an equilibrium x¯ P M
is
(i): Lyapunov stable if for any t0 P R and any neighbor-
hood Ux¯ of x¯, there exits a neighborhood Wx¯ of x¯, such
that
xpt0q PWx¯ ñ Φf pt, t0, xpt0qq P Ux¯, t P rt0,8q. (4.70)
(ii): locally asymptotically stable if it is Lyapunov stable
and for any t0 P R, there exits Ux¯, such that
@xpt0q P Ux¯, lim
tÑ8Φf pt, t0, xpt0qq “ x¯. (4.71)
(iii) globally asymptotically stable if it is Lyapunov stable
and for any t0 P R,
@xpt0q PM, lim
tÑ8Φf pt, t0, xpt0qq “ x¯. (4.72)
(iv): locally exponentially stable if it is locally asymptoti-
cally stable and for any t0 P R, there exists Ux¯, such that
dpΦf pt, t0, xpt0qq, x¯q ď kdpxpt0q, x¯q expp´λpt´ t0qq,
k, λ P Rą0, xpt0q P Ux¯.
(4.73)
l
We note that the convergence on M is defined in the
topology induced by the metric d which is same as the
original topology of M by Theorem 2.
Definition 10 ([10,16]) A function v : M Ñ R is lo-
cally positive-definite (positive-semidefinite) around x¯ if
vpx¯q “ 0 and there exists a neighborhood Ux¯ Ă M such
that for all x P Ux¯ ´ tx¯u, 0 ă vpxq prespectively 0 ď
vpxqq. l
Given a smooth function v : M Ñ R, the Lie derivative
of v along a vector field f is defined by
Lfv
.“ dvpfq, (4.74)
where dv : TM Ñ R is the differential form of v, locally
given by (see [19])
dv “
nÿ
i“1
Bv
Bxi dxi, (4.75)
where n
.“ dimpMq.
Definition 11 A smooth function v : M Ñ R is a Lya-
punov function for the vector field f , if v is locally posi-
tive definite around the equilibrium x¯ and Lfv is locally
negative-definite. l
Definition 12 The sublevel set Nb of a positive
semidefinite function v : M Ñ R is defined as
Nb .“ tx P M, vpxq ď bu. By Nbpx¯q we denote
the connected sublevel set of M containing x¯ P M .
l
The following lemma shows that there exists a connected
compact neighborhood of an equilibrium point of a dy-
namical system on a Riemannian manifold.
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Lemma 6 ([10]) Let x¯ P M be an equilibrium of
9x “ fpxptqq, xptq P M and v be a Lyapunov func-
tion on a neighborhood of x¯. Then, for any neigh-
borhood Ux¯ of x¯, there exists b P Rą0 such that
Nbpx¯q is compact, x¯ P intpNbpx¯qq and Nbpx¯q Ă
Ux¯. l
Theorem 5 For a smooth n dimensional Riemannian
manifold M , let f P XpM ˆ Rq be a T -periodic smooth
vector field and assume the nominal and averaged vector
fields are both complete for  P p0, 1s, 0 ă 1. Suppose
the averaged dynamical system has a locally exponentially
stable equilibrium x¯ P M such that there exists a Lya-
punov function v : M Ñ R where Lfˆv is locally negative-
definite around x¯. Then, there exists a neighborhood Nx¯
and ˆ ď 1 such that
dpΦf pt, t0, x0q,Φfˆ pt, t0, x0qq “ Opq,
 P p0, ˆs, x0 P Nx¯, t P rt0,8q, (4.76)
where fˆ is the averaged vector field (3.48).
Proof. First we note that the existence of a Lyapunov
function v : M Ñ R around x¯, where Lfˆv is locally
negative-definite around x¯, guarantees that x¯ is locally
asymptotically stable (see [10], Theorem 6.14). In order
to analyze the dynamical system (3.47) on rt0,8q, we
subtract the nominal vector field from the averaged vec-
tor field and integrate, yielding
Zpλ, xq .“
ż λ
0
pfˆpxq ´ fpx, τqqdτ, x PM,λ P Rě0.
(4.77)
Now consider a composition of flows on M given by:
zptq “ Φp1,0qZpy,tq ˝ Φfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q. (4.78)
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4, the tangent vector
field of z is computed by
9zptq “ TΦf pt,t0,x0qΦp1,0qZpt,zq
´
fpΦf pt, t0, x0q, tq
¯
` BBtΦ
p1,0q
Zpt,zq
`
Φ
p1,0q
Zpt,zq ˝ Φfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q
˘
“ pΦ´1qp1,0q˚Zpt,zq
´
fpΦf pt, t0, x0q, tq
¯
`
ż 1
0
pΦ´1qp1,sq˚Zpt,zpsqq
`
fˆpzpsqq ´ fpzpsq, tq˘ds,
(4.79)
or equivalently
9zptq “ 
”
pΦ´1qp1,0q˚Zpt,zqf
`
ż 1
0
pΦ´1qp1,sq˚Zpt,zpsqq
`
fˆ ´ f˘dsı ˝ zptq
.“ Hp, t, zptqq. (4.80)
Similar to our analysis in the proof of Theorem 4, one
can see that Hp0, t, xq “ fˆpxq where by the construction
above, H is smooth with respect to . By applying the
Taylor expansion with remainder we have
Hp, t, xq “ fˆpxq ` hpx, ζ, tq, (4.81)
where hpx, ζ, tq “ BBHp, t, xq|“ζ and ζ P r0, s. We
note that Hp, t, xq is periodic with respect to time since
fpx, tq and Zpt, xq are both T-periodic. Hence, hpx, ζ, tq
is a T-periodic vector field on M . Periodicity of Z with
respect to λ and its continuity with respect to pλ, tq give
the compactness of DˆΦ, where
DˆΦ,
.“
ď
τPr0,1s,λPr0,8q
ΦZpλ,zqpτ, 0, z0q, (4.82)
and similar to the proof of Theorem 4 we can show that
dpΦZpt,zqp1, 0, zq, zq “ Opq, t P rt0,8q. (4.83)
Note that we do not need the compactness of M in order
to obtain the statement above since for any initial state
z0, the state trajectory ΦZpt,zqpτ, 0, z0q, τ P r0, 1s re-
mains in the compact set DˆΦ,. The compactness of DˆΦ,
is a direct result of the continuity of ΦZpλ,zqpτ, 0, z0q, τ P
r0, 1s with respect to τ and λ (see [1]).
The metric triangle inequality implies that
dpΦfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq ď
dpΦfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φp1,0qZpt,xq ˝ Φfpx,tqpt, t0, x0qq
`dpΦp1,0qZpt,xq ˝ Φfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq.
Hence, to demonstrate that the hypothesis of the theo-
rem holds, we need to show that
dpΦp1,0qZpt,xq ˝ Φfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq “ Opq,
t P rt0,8q.
To this end, we analyze the distance variation of the
following dynamics:
9xptq “ fˆpxptqq, xpt0q “ x0,
9zptq “ fˆpzptqq ` 2hpz, ζ, tq, zpt0q “ x0. (4.84)
Rescaling time via ω “ t in (4.84) yields
dx
dω
“ fˆ
´
xpω

q
¯
, xpω0q “ x0,
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dz
dω
“ fˆ
´
zpω

q
¯
` hpz, ζ, ω

q, zpω0q “ x0. (4.85)
Without loss of generality we assume positive definite-
ness and negative definiteness of v and Lfˆv are both
defined in the same neighborhood Vx¯ Ă Ux¯ of x¯, where
pUx¯, ψq is the local coordinate system around x¯. Oth-
erwise we employ the intersection of the corresponding
neighborhoods to perform all the analyses above. Hence,
by Lemma 6, there exists Nbpx¯q Ă Vx¯ such that Nbpx¯q is
compact. Continuity of solutions and negativity of Lfˆv
together imply that
x P intpNbpx¯qq ñ Φfˆ pω, ω0, xq P Nbpx¯q, ω P rω0,8q.
Now we show that the integral flow of the nominal per-
turbed system stays close (in the sense of metric d) to
the integral flow of the averaged system. By linearity of
Lie derivatives, we have
Lfˆpzq`hpz,ζ,ωqv “ Lfˆpzqv ` Lhpz,ζ,ωqv
“ dvpfˆpzqq ` dvphpz, ζ, ωqq. (4.86)
Since L.pvpxqq : TxM Ñ R is a bounded linear map, we
introduce ||L.pvq|| as the operator norm of dv. Then we
define
||L.pvq||Ω .“ sup
xPΩ
||L.pvpxqq||. (4.87)
Since Nbpx¯q contains a neighborhood of x¯, applying the
Shrinking Lemma (see [18]) implies the existence of a
prempact neighborhood Wx¯ such that
Wx¯ ĂWx¯ Ă Nbpx¯q. (4.88)
Then, M ´Wx¯ is a closed set and Nbpx¯qŞ pM ´Wx¯q Ă
Nbpx¯q is a compact set, where
Lfˆvpzq|zPNbpx¯qŞpM´Wx¯q ă 0. (4.89)
Define
M
.“ sup
zPNbpx¯qŞpM´Wx¯qLfˆvpzq ă 0. (4.90)
Consequently
Lfˆpzqv ` Lhpz,ζ,ωqv ďM` ||L.v||Nbpx¯qŞpM´Wx¯q ˆ
||hpz, ζ, ωq||g,
z P Nbpx¯q
č
pM ´Wx¯q,  P p0, 1s, ω P rω0,8q, (4.91)
Since h is periodic with respect to ω and smooth with
respect to z, ζ, there exists 0 ą 0 such that
M` ||L.v||Nbpx¯qŞpM´Wx¯q||hpz, ζ, ωq||g ď 0,
z P Nbpx¯q
č
pM ´Wx¯q,  P p0, 0s, ω P rω0,8q. (4.92)
Note that z P intpNbpx¯qq implies that either z P
Nbpx¯qŞpM ´ Wx¯q or z P Wx¯. In the first case,
Lfˆpzqv`Lhpz,ζ,ωqv ď 0, so that Φfˆ`hpω, ω0, zq P Nbpx¯q.
In the second case Φfˆ`hpω, ω0, zq either stays in Wx¯
or enters Nbpx¯qŞM ´Wx¯ and consequently it stays in
Nbpx¯q.
Hence, for the interval of existence of solutions rω0, ωf q,
we have Φfˆ`hpω, ω0, zq P Nbpx¯q, z P intpNbpx¯qq. Ap-
plying the Escape Lemma (see [19]) gives ωf “ 8. That
is it has been shown that Φfˆ`hpω, ω0, zq P Nbpx¯q, z P
intpNbpx¯qq is bounded in the sense of being trapped in
the compact set Nbpx¯q.
If the initial state x0 P Nbpx¯q, then by the state-
ment above Φfˆ`hpω, ω0, x0q P Ux¯, ω P rω0,8q, where
pUx¯, ψq is the local coordinate chart around x¯ and (with
no loss of generality) we assume ψpx¯q “ 0 P Rn.
The uniform normal neighborhood of x¯ P M with re-
spect to Ux¯ is denoted by Unx¯ (its existence is guaran-
teed by Lemma 3). Consider a geodesic ball of radius δ
where expx¯pBδp0qq Ă Unx¯ . By definition, expx¯pBδp0qq is
an open set containing x¯ in the topology ofM . Therefore
by Lemma 6 one can shrink b to b´, 0 ă b´ ď b, such that
Nb´px¯q Ă expx¯pBδp0qq (v is locally positive and smooth).
Employing the results of [27], Section 5.6, we know that
the distance function dp¨, x¯q is given locally in Unx¯ by
dpx, x¯q “
˜
nÿ
i“1
x2i
¸ 1
2
, (4.93)
which is the Euclidean distance function and hence in
the normal coordinate system the convergence in the
topology of M will be same as the convergence in the
Euclidean topology. The vector space TxM is a finite di-
mensional normed vector space therefore Bδp0q Ă Tx¯M
is compact and consequently expx¯pBδp0qq Ă M is a
compact set (exp is a local diffeomorphism). Let us re-
place the Riemannian metric g with the standard Eu-
clidean metric on Nb´. Smoothness of fˆ and compactness
of expx¯pBδp0qq together imply that the Jacobian matrix
Bfˆ
Bx is bounded on Nb and hence the conditions of the
Converse Lyapunov Theorem (see [16], Theorem 4.14)
are satisfied. Since x¯ is exponentially stable, invoking
the results of [16] (Theorems 4.14 and 9.1) implies that
there exists a parameter 0 ă β which is independent of
12
||hpz, ζ, ωq||e such that
||xpωq ´ zpωq||e ď βK, (4.94)
where ||.||e is the Euclidean norm of Rn, and
K
.“ sup
zPNbpx¯q,ωPrω0,8q
||hpz, ζ, ωq||e
“ sup
zPNbpx¯q,ωPrω0,ω0`T s
||hpz, ζ, ωq||e. (4.95)
The vector space TxM is scalable with respect to
||.||e and ||.||g, i.e. there exist 0 ă λ1 ď λ2 such that
λ1||X||e ď ||X||g ď λ2||X||e, X P TxM . Continu-
ity of v implies that Nb´px¯q is closed and compact,
with the latter following as Nb´px¯q Ă Nbpx¯q and Nbpx¯q
is compact. Hence, without loss of generality, we as-
sume that Nbpx¯q Ă expx¯pBδp0qq and consequently
Φfˆ`hpω, ω0, zq P expx¯pBδp0qq, ω P rω0,8q, z P Nbpx¯q.
By scaling the Euclidean and Riemannian metrics inside
expx¯pBδp0qq we have (for the scaling procedure see [17],
Lemma 5.12)
λ1||X||e ď ||X||g ď λ2||X||e, X P TxM,x P expx¯pBδp0qq.
(4.96)
Now in the Euclidean metric ||.||e consider a smooth
straight line parametrized by time γ1 : r0, 1s Ñ Rn such
that γ1p0q “ xpωq and γ1p1q “ zpωq.
The results of [27], Corollary 5.3, ensure that when exp
is diffeomorphic on its image then the Euclidean dis-
tance ball and the geodesic ball are identical sets on
M . Therefore employing (4.94) implies that choosing
ˆ ă mint0, 1u small enough guarantees the closeness
of xpωq and zpωq in the sense that γ1 Ă expx¯pBδp0qq.
Hence,
dpxpωq, zpωqq ď `pγ1q “
ż 1
0
|| 9γ1pτq||gdτ ď
λ2
ż 1
0
|| 9γ1pτq||edτ “ λ2||xpωq ´ zpωq||e ď λ2βK,
ω P rω0,8q, (4.97)
which completes the proof by choosingNx¯ “ intpNbpx¯qq.
l
The exponential stability requirement of Theorem 5 can
be relaxed to local asymptotic stability. This yields a
closeness of solutions result of a similar form to Theo-
rem 5, but with a weaker implied property. A version of
this result is obtained for dynamical systems with exter-
nal disturbances in [32], Theorem 1. In [28], for a spe-
cial case of homogeneous dynamical systems and under
some technical hypotheses, it has been shown that the
asymptotic stability of the average system implies the
asymptotic stability of the nominal system.
Theorem 6 For a smooth n dimensional Riemannian
manifold M , let f P XpM ˆ Rq be a T -periodic smooth
vector field and assume the nominal and averaged vec-
tor fields are both complete for  P p0, 1s, 0 ă 1. Sup-
pose the averaged dynamical system has a locally asymp-
totically stable equilibrium x¯ P M such that there exists
a Lyapunov function v : M Ñ R with Lfˆv is locally
negative-definite around x¯. Then, for every 0 ă δ, there
exists a neighborhood Nx¯ and ˆ ď 1, such that
dpΦf pt, t0, x0q,Φfˆ pt, t0, x0qq ď δ,
 P p0, ˆs, x0 P Nx¯, t P rt0,8q. (4.98)
Proof. Without loss of generality assume δ is small
enough so that exp is a diffeomorphism on expx¯pB δ
4
p0qq
and expx¯pB δ
4
p0qq Ă Unx¯ where B δ
4
p0q P Tx¯M (Unx¯ is the
uniform normal neighborhood around x¯). Following the
steps of the proof of Theorem 5 it can be shown that
Φfˆ`hpω, ωo, zq P Nbpx¯q, z P intpNbpx¯qq where Nbpx¯q is
a connected compact sublevel set of the Lyapunov func-
tion v such that Nbpx¯q Ă expx¯pB δ
4
p0qq. Now let us con-
sider the Euclidean metric instead of the Riemannian
one on expx¯pB δ
4
p0qq. Since expx¯pB δ
4
p0qq Ă Unx¯ , employ-
ing the results of [27], Corollary 5.3, [17], Proposition
5.11, implies that the geodesic balls and Euclidean balls
are identical, while smoothness of fˆ implies the bound-
edness of BfˆBx on the compact set expx¯pB δ4 p0qq. Combin-
ing the results of [16], Theorem 4.16 and Lemma 9.3 to-
gether implies that there exists 0 ą 0 such that
dpΦfˆ`hpω, ω0, xq, x¯q ď ρpKq, ω0 ď ω ă 8,  P p0, 0s,
(4.99)
where K
.“ supxPNbpx¯q,ωPrω0,ω0`T s ||hpx, ζ, ωq||e, and ρ
is a strictly increasing continuous function satisfying
ρp0q “ 0. Note that there exists a class KL function (for
the definition of KL functions see [16], Section 4.4) in
the statement of Lemma 9.3 in [16] which bounds the
state trajectory up to a specified time t. Since this KL
function is decreasing with respect to time and its con-
struction only depends on the average system then we
can choose 0 sufficiently small such that (4.99) holds for
all ω ě ω0.
Now by the continuity of ρ, we can choose 0 sufficiently
small such that dpΦfˆ`hpω, ω0, xq, x¯q ď ρpKq ď δ4 ,@ P
p0, 0s. Selecting the initial condition x0 P Nbpx¯q Ă
expx¯pB δ
4
p0qq guarantees that the state trajectory of the
average system does not exit Nbpx¯q. Hence,
dpΦfˆ`hpω, ω0, x0q,Φfˆ pω, ω0, x0qq ď
13
dpΦfˆ`hpω, ω0, x0q, x¯q ` dpΦfˆ pω, ω0, x0q, x¯q ď
δ
2
,
@x0 P Nbpx¯q. (4.100)
Therefore, we choose ˆ ď mint0, 1u, so that
dpΦfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq ď
dpΦfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φp1,0qZpt,xq ˝ Φfpx,tqpt, t0, x0qq `
dpΦp1,0qZpt,xq ˝ Φfpx,tqpt, t0, x0q,Φfˆpxqpt, t0, x0qq ď
Opq ` δ
2
ď δ,  P p0, ˆs.
Hence, the statement of the theorem follows for Nx¯ “
intpNbpx¯qq and ˆ. l
5 Almost global stability and infinite horizon
averaging on compact Riemannian manifolds
Now we focus on the analysis of the closeness of solutions
for dynamical systems evolving on compact Riemannian
manifolds where the average system is almost globally
stable. The notion of almost global stability is defined
below. We note that, due to the non-contractibility of
compact manifolds, there exists no smooth vector field
which globally asymptotically stabilizes an equilibrium
on a compact configuration manifold, see [6, 23].
Definition 13 ( [6, 23]) For the dynamical system
9xptq “ fpxq, f : M Ñ TM , an equilibrium x¯ PM is al-
most globally asymptotically/exponentially stable if there
exists an open Ux¯ dense in M such that for all t0 P R
(i):(almost globally asymptotically) x¯ is Lyapunov stable
on M and
@xpt0q P Ux¯, lim
tÑ8Φf pt, t0, xpt0qq “ x¯. (5.101)
(ii):(almost globally exponentially) if x¯ is almost globally
asymptotically stable and
dpΦf pt, t0, xpt0qq, x¯q ď kdpxpt0q, x¯q expp´λpt´ t0qq,
k, λ P Rą0, xpt0q P Ux¯. (5.102)
l
The following Theorems specify closeness of solutions on
an infinite time horizon for systems evolving on compact
Riemannian manifolds.
Theorem 7 For a smooth n dimensional compact Rie-
mannian manifold M , let f P XpM ˆRq be a T -periodic
Fig. 5. State trajectories of the nominal and averaged sys-
tems.
smooth vector field. Suppose x¯ PM is almost globally ex-
ponentially stable on M for the average dynamical sys-
tem fˆ and there exists a Lyapunov function v : M Ñ R
such that Lfˆv is locally negative-definite around x¯. Then,
there exist a dense open set Ux¯ ĂM and ˆ ą 0 such that
dpΦf pt, t0, x0q,Φfˆ pt, t0, x0qq “ Opq,
 P p0, ˆs,@x0 P Ux¯, t P rt0,8q. (5.103)
Proof. The proof follows via Lemma 4 and Theorem 5.
First we note that, since fˆ is almost globally exponen-
tially stable, by Definition 13 there exists Ux¯ such that
(5.102) holds. Since Ux¯ is open in the topology of M
then M´Ux¯ is closed and closed subsets of compact sets
are all compact, see [18]. Hence, there exists a neighbor-
hood U1x¯ Ă M such that U1x¯
ŞpM ´ Ux¯q “ H. Other-
wise, x¯ PM ´ Ux¯, or x¯ is a limit point of M ´ Ux¯. Since
M ´Ux¯ is closed, it follows that x¯ PM ´Ux¯ which con-
tradicts the fact that fˆ is almost globally exponentially
stable on Ux¯. In the time scaled variable ω “ t, the ex-
ponential stability of fˆ implies that there exist τ ą 0
such that Φfˆ pω, ω0, x0q P U1x¯ , ω ě τ , see Figure 5, and
also continuity of Φfˆ p., ω0, x0q gives the compactness ofŤ
ωPrω0,τs Φfˆ pω, ω0, x0q inM . The distance function d on
M is continuous with respect to both of its arguments,
so that by Lemma 4, on compact time intervals (com-
pactness in ω gives t´ t0 “ Op 1 q) we can select 1 and
U1x¯ as small as
¨˝ ď
ωPrω0,τs
Φf pω, ω0, x0q‚˛čpM ´ Ux¯q “ H. (5.104)
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As presented in the proof of Theorem 5, we have the
following time rescaled equations:
dx
dω
“ fˆ
´
xpω

q
¯
, xpω0q “ x0,
dz
dω
“ fˆ
´
zpω

q
¯
` hpz, ζ, ω

q, zpω0q “ x0. (5.105)
Employing the results of Lemma 4, on a compact interval
of time ω1 ´ ω0, we can shrink 1 as
d
´
Φfˆ pω, ω0, x0q,Φfˆ`hpω, ω0, x0q
¯
“ Opq,
ω P rω0, ω1s,  P p0, 1s. (5.106)
Assume for δ ą 0 that expx¯pBδp0qq Ă Unx¯ , where Unx¯ is
a uniform normal neighborhood of x¯ and choose ω1 “ τ
and U1x¯ “ intpNbpx¯qq Ă expx¯pBδp0qq where Nbpx¯q is a
compact connected sublevel set of v. We note that the
existence of ω1 does not guarantee the existence of an
entry time t1 for the unscaled dynamical system since
the smaller we choose , the larger time it takes for the
state trajectory to enter expx¯pBδp0qq. Now we show that
d
`
Φfˆ pω, ω1, xpω1qq,Φfˆ`hpω, ω1, zpω1qq
˘ “ Opq, ω1 ă
ω.
Following the proof of Theorem 5 and employing the
results of [16], and Theorems 4.14 and 9.1, we have
||xpωq ´ zpωq||e ď k expp´γpω ´ ω1qq||xpω1q ´ zpω1q||e
`βK, ω P rω1, ω2q, (5.107)
for some parameters k, β, γ which are independent of 
and K (K is defined as per the proof of Theorem 5) and
zpωq P Unx¯ , ω P rω1, ω2q. It remains to show that the
Euclidean distance can be scaled by the Riemannian dis-
tance. In the last part of the proof of Theorem 5 we have
shown that the Riemannian distance can be bounded
above by the Euclidean distance. Similar to the scaling
procedure presented in the proof of Theorem 5 we can
show there exist λˆ1, λˆ2 P Rą0 such that
λˆ1||X||g ď ||X||e ď λˆ2||X||g, X P TxM,x P Nbpx¯q,
(5.108)
where Nbpx¯q is a compact set. By Lemma 4, we se-
lect ˆ ď 1 sufficiently small such that xpω1q, zpω1q P
Uxpω1q Ă Nbpx¯q, @ P p0, ˆs, where Uxpω1q “ tx P
intpNbpx¯qq, ||x ´ xpω1q||e ă ρu is an open set for a
sufficiently small ρ P Rą0. Now consider an arbitrary
piecewise smooth curve γ : r0, 1s ÑM connecting xpω1q
and zpω1q. Suppose that γ Ă Uxpω1q Ă Nbpx¯q then
||xpω1q ´ zpω1q||e ď
ż 1
0
|| 9γpτq||edτ ď λˆ2
ż 1
0
|| 9γpτq||gdτ.
In the case γ Ć Uxpω1q, there exists a hitting time τ1
such that γr0,τ1q Ă Uxpω1q and γpτ1q P Uxpω1q. Since
xpω1q, zpω1q P Uxpω1q and
||xpω1q ´ zpω1q||e ď ρ ď
ż τ1
0
|| 9γpτq||edτ
ď λˆ2
ż τ1
0
|| 9γpτq||gdτ ď λˆ2
ż 1
0
|| 9γpτq||gdτ.
(5.109)
Hence, in general, for all piecewise smooth γ, ||xpω1q ´
zpω1q||e ď λˆ2
ş1
0
|| 9γpτq||gdτ .Taking the infimum of the
right hand side of the equation above implies ||xpω1q ´
zpω1q||e ď λˆ2dpΦfˆ pω1, ω0, x0q,Φfˆ`hpω1, ω0, x0qq.
Therefore, we can extend ω2 to 8 and
||xpωq ´ zpωq||e “ Opq, ω P rω1,8q. (5.110)
The theorem statement follows by (5.106) and applying
the last part of the proof of Theorem 5, i.e. (4.97) to
(5.110). l
The following Theorem specifies closeness of solutions
on an infinite time horizon for systems evolving on com-
pact Riemannian manifolds in the case where the aver-
age system is almost globally asymptotically stable.
Theorem 8 For a smooth n dimensional compact Rie-
mannian manifold M , let f P XpM ˆRq be a T -periodic
smooth vector field. Suppose x¯ P M is almost globally
asymptotically stable on M for the average dynamical
system fˆ and there exists a Lyapunov function v : M Ñ
R with Lfˆv is locally negative-definite around x¯. Then
for every δ ą 0, there exist Ux¯ ĂM and ˆ ą 0, such that
d
´
Φf pt, t0, x0q,Φfˆ pt, t0, x0q
¯
ă δ,
 P p0, ˆs,@x0 P Ux¯, t P rt0,8q.
Proof. The proof parallels that of Theorem 7 by em-
ploying the results of Theorem 6. l
5.1 Example 2
Consider the following dynamical system on a torus T2.
A parametrization of T2 is given by
xpθ1, θ2q “ pR` r cospθ1qq cospθ2q,
ypθ1, θ2q “ pR` r cospθ1qq sinpθ2q,
zpθ1, θ2q “ r sinpθ2q, θ1, θ2 P r´pi, pis. (5.111)
The induced Riemannian metric is given by gT 2pθ1, θ2q .“pR` r cospθ1qq2dθ2b dθ2` r2dθ1b dθ1, R “ 1, r “ .5,
where b is the tensor product, see [19]. The dynamical
equations are as follows:
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Fig. 6. State trajectories on the torus for example 2 (nominal
system: blue line, average system: black line),  “ .1. (Section
5.1)
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Fig. 7. State trajectories on the torus for example 2 (nom-
inal system: blue line, average system: black line),  “ .03.
(Section 5.1)
f :
#
9θ1ptq “ p´θ1ptq ´ sinptqq,
9θ2ptq “ pθ1ptq ´ θ2ptqq.
(5.112)
By applying (3.48) to (5.112), the averaged system is
given by
fˆ :
#
9θ1ptq “ ´θ1ptq,
9θ2ptq “ p´θ1ptq ´ θ2ptqq.
(5.113)
By inspection, the averaged system is locally exponen-
tially stable in a neighborhood of p0, 0q for the Euclidean
metric on T2. By the scaling method of the Rieman-
nian and Euclidean metrics (see [17]), we can show that
(5.102) holds locally around p0, 0q. Figures 6 and 7 show
the closeness of solutions for the nominal and averaged
systems above for  “ .1, and .03 respectively for t P
r0,8q as expected by the results of Theorem 5.
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